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SPSU Background

 Southern Poly offers an MSQA degree

 Program has 130 students
– 95% are working full time in quality field

– Average age 39

 Enrollment has grown by 30% over 
the last two years
– Converted to 100% online program in 

2005



Quick Poll

 Who has taken an undergraduate 
statistics class?

 Who LIKED their undergraduate 
statistics class?

 Has anyone used Design of 
Experiments (DoE) in their workplace? 



Objectives for the DoE Primer

 Introduce the concept of DoE

 List some applications of DoE

 Present a DoE planning checklist

 List a few resources for further study



Concepts to be covered

 What is Design of Experiments?

 What types of questions can we 
answer using DoE?

 Planning the experiment

 Designing a better (paper) airplane

 Resources to learn more

 Wrap Up



Observational Study
– Examples

 Longitudinal (Framingham Heart Study, 1948-)

 Epidemiological (Case-control, Sir Richard Doll)

 Economic modeling 

 Regression modeling

– Questions 
 What types of lifestyle choices are linked to heart 

disease?

 Is high fat intake a risk factor for colon cancer?

 What will US GDP growth be over the next five years?

 What is an applicant’s expected graduate GPA?

What DoE is not



– No interventions or changes made to the system 
being studied

– Data collected via questionnaires, or extracted 
from existing databases

– Variables used for predicting are often highly 
correlated

– Requires a lot of data for statistically sound 
conclusions

Observational Study Features



Experimental Study
– Examples

 Clinical trials
 Marketing studies 
 Gauge validation
 Process/product optimization

– Questions 
 Does the study drug reduce cholesterol?
 Which combinations of ad features result in the highest 

sales?
 Is the new gauge as accurate and repeatable as the standard 

gauge?
 What process settings will maximize yield?

What DoE is



– Interventions or changes are made to the 
system being studied

– Data is collected during the experiment

– Variables used for predicting are not 
correlated

– Relatively few observations needed to 
make sound statistical conclusions

Experimental Study Features



 Which machine produces higher avg yield?

 Which method reduces avg cycle time?

What types of questions can we 

answer using DoE?

•Comparison of two or 
more groups 

•Look for significant 
differences in group 

means



Which machine produces higher avg yield?

Compare the yields of 

the 3 machines using 

“analysis of variance”

method

 Conclude Machine 1 avg yield is sig less than others. 

 No sig difference between avg yield for Machines 2 
and 3

Example Analysis

Machine 1 Machine 2 Machine 3

90 91 93

89 93 94

87 90 95

88 92 91

87 89

88



 Is the diet effective? 

 Are two test methods comparable?

What types of questions …

•Comparison of paired 
data – two observations 

per unit

•Look at the mean 
difference



Is the diet effective?

 Take “before” and “after” measurements for each 
subject

 Test to see if avg weight

difference > 0

 Conclude diet is effective. 

Example Analysis

Before After Difference

200 190 10

136 130 6

155 153 2

224 218 6

188 190 -2



 What combination of equipment settings produces 
the highest yield? 

 What combination of test methods, staffing and 
procedures minimizes cycle time?

What types of questions …

• Multiple factors set at 
two or more settings 
each

• Estimate a prediction 
model



What combination of equipment settings produces the 

highest yield?

 Run settings in a 

specified pattern

 Create a prediction model:

Yield=-181.500+1.96*Temp+3.03*Press-0.023*Temp*Pres

 Optimal settings: Temp 150, Pressure = 60

Temp Press Time yield

100 60 20 60

150 60 20 91

100 80 20 78

150 80 20 85

100 60 30 62

150 60 30 92

100 80 30 75

150 80 30 84

Example Analysis



1. Objectives

2. Response variable(s)

3. Control variables

4. Factors to be held constant

5. Nuisance factors

6. Restrictions on experiment

7. Pilot runs needed

8. Experimental procedure

Planning the experiment

Source: Montgomery, D.C., Design and Analysis of Experiments, 6e, Wiley, 2005, pp.14-19.



Proper planning is 75% of the 
experimental work

Let’s see how planning even a 
simple experiment can become quite 
involved

Planning the experiment



1. Objectives

 To determine factor settings for a paper 
airplane design that maximizes flying 
distance

2. Response variable

 Distance in inches

Designing a better (paper) airplane



3. Control variables
 Folding scheme – two types
 Weight of paper – light and heavy
 Paper clip – absent or present

4. Factors to be held constant
 Operator
 Height, speed and direction of throw
 Throw location

5. Nuisance factors
 Air movement due to HVAC system
 Inconsistent throwing by Operator

Airplane Experiment



h

6. Restrictions on experiment
 Only enough paper for 4 airplanes

 Throwing area needs to be large and free from 
obstacles

7. Pilot runs needed
 Operator needs practice in throwing before 

experiment begins

 Need to check if proposed paper clip is too 
heavy

Airplane Experiment



8. Experimental procedure

 All planes made by same person, using straight 
edge and following design guidelines precisely

 The order of the experimental runs will be 
randomized to reduce any effect of the HVAC 
system. All trials will be performed in one session.

 The Operator will first perform several trial runs 
to standardize her throwing technique.

Airplane Experiment



8. Experimental procedure, continued

 Operator will stand on a marked spot in room, 
hold airplane in designated place, pull her arm 
back to her shoulder and throw the airplane.

 Measurements to the nearest inch will be taken 
by an Assistant using a tape measure, starting at 
the center of the marked throwing spot and 
ending at the marked center of the airplane.

 Two consecutive throws will be performed per 
trial and the measurements averaged.

Airplane Experiment



Fold Paper Clip Distance

Design I Heavy Absent 96

Design I Light Absent 66

Design II Heavy Present 70

Design II Light Absent 50

Design II Light Present 75

Design I Heavy Present 45

Design I Light Present 61

Design II Heavy Absent 90

Airplane Experiment Data

 Statistical analysis results: To 
maximize distance, use Design I, 
heavy paper and no paper clip



Resources to learn more

 Anderson, M. J. and Whitcomb, P. J., Doe 
Simplified 2E: Practical Tools for 
Effective Experimentation, Productivity 
Press, 2007.

 Montgomery, D.C., Design and Analysis 
of Experiments, Wiley, 2005.



Wrap up

 Take five minutes to brainstorm some DoE 
applications at your workplace

 Questions?

 Contact: Mary McShane Vaughn, 
mvaughn@spsu.edu


